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NH-29 Physical Characteristics

The NH-29 Nekovalkyrja are a species of bio-synthetic humanoid life forms whom default to the
appearance of slender human females with distinctive cat-like ears in place of where a human’s ears
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would normally be located. Their DNA conception is patterned of 52 chromosomes and built on the
subatomic scale by nano-machines. Most ‘created’ (first-generation) NH-29 Nekovalkyrja have a genetic
tattoo imprinted on their left lower back imprinted with their manufacturer information and serial
number.

Head: They have sharp featured faces with angled chins due to a different dentition : NH-29s only have
two incisors between their canine teeth, making their mouth narrower than a human’s. NH-29
Nekovalkyrja also have smooth skin which lacks the oily quality of humans. They have little pelage, the
only signs of body hair being the down on their crotch (if any), their eyebrows and generally straight,
long hair.

Body: The average NH-29 is a slender, well-formed piece of artwork made much like an attractive human
female, with shoulders slightly more narrow than hips, usually small breasts along with the usual orifices
a human woman would have. Because their body mass and composition are carefully controlled by
internal metabolism and conversion methods, she cannot be obese and should have her body proportions
be constant for most of her adult life. They look a bit diminutive compared to most humans, standing
around 145cm (4' 9“) to 170cm (5' 6”) tall. An average NH-29 Nekovalkyrja is 160cm (5' 3“) tall and
weighs around 45kg (99lbs). This, however, makes them just the right size to pilot Type-29 Power Armors
via SPINE Interface at the small of their backs. Whether or not they are born artificially from another
NH-29’s womb, they have bellybuttons.

Their limbs are slightly elongated compared to a human, to the end of which they have a three-fingered
(plus a thumb) hands and four-toes feet that lack fingernails/toenails. The fingertips have a somewhat
tacky feel to them (the stickiness helps Nekos pick up things more easily). Nekos have a graceful walk,
having a tendency to prance around with their weight centered at the front of their feet, near their toes.

Their body pigmentation ranges as follows : Eye color – (Common) Black, Brown, Green, Blue, Violet;
(Uncommon) Orange, Yellow; (Rare) Red, White. Hair color – (Common) Black, Brown; (Uncommon)
Green, Blue, Violet; (Rare) White, Red, Orange, Yellow. Skin color – (Common) White, Gray, Pink;
(Uncommon) Black, Brown; (Rare) Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet.
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